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EXCLUSIVELY ANALOGUE
THE ANALOGUE SYNTHESIZER SPECIALISTS
(UNIT 1) 18 THE MEADOWS, CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE, S42 7JY, ENGLAND
01246 272150

THE AVIATOR
OWNERS MANUAL
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the "AVIATOR" Analogue Synthesizer Module. Before doing anything
PLEASE take the time to read through this manual so that you can get a basic idea of
how to use the "AVIATOR". It will make using the synth a lot easier.
I designed and built the "AVIATOR" to provide those of us that like analogue
synthesizers with a very flexible unit capable of producing a wide variety of sounds.
There are no presets but most things have a normalised routing which means that all
that is required to use the AVIATOR in its basic form is a CV and GATE source
plugged into the two left most minijacks.
The "AVIATOR" follows the standard 1 Volt per Octave law so any unit providing this
law can be used ie, a MIDI to CV convertor, an analogue sequencer, or an analogue
keyboard. The GATE input requires a positive going voltage rising from 0 up to
between 5 and 15 Volts.
Please study the front panel minijack area. You will notice that some of the minijacks
have red writing underneath. This indicates that the minijack has a normalised link, ie
the FM inputs to the 3 VCOs are fed from the LFO. If a jack plug is inserted into one of
these 'normalised' sockets then the feed is defeated and the signal from the jack takes
precedence.
I hope you enjoy the "AVIATOR".
Regards,

Tony Wride
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PRE FLIGHT CHECKLIST
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ensure that you have a CV and Gate source Available.
Plug the CV and Gate Source into the AVAITOR via the two minijacks on the far left of the unit.
At the back of the AVIATOR locate the two jack sockets marked VCA1&2 / VCA1. Plug an
audio cable into the one marked VCA1&2/VCA1. (Note that if you have two mixer channels
available the two VCAs can be mixed separately. By plugging into the lower VCA2 jack socket
the feed up to the upper socket is defeated.) Plug the other end into you mixer/amp.
Plug a Euro type mains plug into the power socket and once you have the unit in place either on
a flat surface or in a rack switch on the mains power.
Check that the VCA1 LEVEL control is fully open.
Check that your mixer/amp input level is set low and volume set low also.
Switch on the AVIATOR using the control knob at the far right of VCF2 marked OUTPUT
LEVEL. It has a red PWR OFF logo.
The three LEDs should now be showing some signs of life! If not check that you have switched
on the Mains!
Apply a gate signal to the unit from your source and gradually increase the input level on your
mixer so that the input doesn't overload and then increase the volume.
You should be hearing something!!!

BEFORE TAKE OFF CHECKS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

You may need to tune the AVIATOR to match other instruments and to tune all three VCOs to
each other.
Set all three RANGE selectors to 32
Set all three WAVE selectors to SAWTOOTH.
Turn the level controls on VCO2 &VCO3 to 0. Only VCO1 Should be heard, when a gate signal
is applied.
Play a C on your source and adjust the TUNE control until the AVIATOR is in tune. It should
only be a small amount left or right of centre.
Turn up the level of VCO2 and adjust the VCO2 DETUNE to match it to VCO1.
Turn the level of VCO2 down.
Turn the level of VCO3 up and adjust the VCO3 DETUNE to match it to VCO1.
Turn up the level of VCO2 all three VCOs should be 'together'.
THE AVIATOR IS NOW READY FOR TAKE OFF!!

FIRST FLIGHT
Play some notes on the source keyboard and listen to the sound of the AVIATOR. Then start
experimenting by adjusting the envelopes applying modulation and changing waveforms and ranges. It
is worth initially having VCA2 turned down to 0 so that you are only hearing VCF1. Try changing the
VCF modes on VCF1 to hear the different sounds that the 2 Low pass filters can make and then move
through NOTCH to High Pass.
To bring the VCF2 into the picture increase VCA2 LEVEL control.
(NOTE; THE TWO VCA LEVEL CONTROLS ARE LIKE VOLUME CONTROLS FOR THE TWO FILTER
SECTIONS OF THE AVIATOR. THE VCF OUTPUT LEVEL CONTROLS ONLY AFFECT THE LEVEL
OF THE SIGNAL AT THE VCF OUT MINIJACKS.)
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OVERVIEW
As a general rule the blue control knobs identify the sound sources, while the red knobs identify the
modifiers. A quick look at the front panel will clarify this. The two blue knobs on VCA1 and VCA2 may
seem the odd ones out until you think of them as controlling the overall output of the synth. The synth
itself is the source!! In fact the VCA1 &VCA2 level controls are really acting like Volume controls for the
two VCF sections.
The majority of functions on the AVIATOR are fairly easy to grasp and the front panel design has been
set out to hopefully help you. The flow of the AVIATOR is just like any other Analogue synth ie VCO to
VCF to VCA. The VCFs have individual Envelope Generators (EGs) and the two VCAs share a
common Envelope Shaper.
The minijacks are there to allow some different patching and the possibilities are almost endless. At the
early stages learn to use the AVIATOR without using any of the minijacks other than the CV and GATE.
Once you have an understanding of what’s going on then start experimenting!
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FIRST EXPERIMENT
As a first experiment here's how to make the AVIATOR Duophonic;
1.

2.
3.
4.

Plug a different CV source into VCO3 CV input. (This defeats the feed from the normal CV in)
The Sample & Hold out can be used for the purpose of the experiment. (The LFO Rate controls
the speed of the S&H rate)
Link the VCO3 OUT minijack to the VCF2 IN minijack. (This defeats the feed of VCO3 to VCF1
and the input of all other sources to VCF2.
Link EG2 OUT to VCA2 CV (The Envelope Shaper feed to VCA2 is defeated and EG2 is now
controlling VCA2.)
Plug a second gate source into EG2 GATE (This defeats the feed from the normal GATE IN)
The LFO Square wave output on the individual waveform outs could be used.

PATCHING FOR DUOPHONIC MODE

CV INPUT

GATE INPUT
LINK

LINK

You now have VCO3, VCF2, EG2 and VCA2 acting as a separate simple synthesizer.
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THE SOURCES
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
The three highly stable Voltage Controlled Oscillators are basically the same although VCO3 has some
extended features.

The TUNE control adjusts the tuning of all 3 VCOs, while the DETUNE controls on VCO2 & VCO3 allow
these VCOs to be adjusted independently. Normally VCO1 is designated as the Master Oscillator and
VCO2&3 tune to this.
The RANGE selectors allow rapid Octave shifting. VCO3 has an additional LOW position so that it can
be used as a Voltage Controlled Low Frequency Oscillator.
The SYNC switch between VCO1 & VCO2 allows VCO2 to be synced to VCO1.
The FM controls adjust the amount of Frequency Modulation applied to each VCO from the individual
FM minijacks in each VCO section. If you look you will notice that the three VCO are normally fed with
the LFO signal.
The PWM controls function is dependant on the position of the switch to the right of the control. If the
switch is in the PW position the control varies the Pulse Width. NOTE: IF THE WAVE SELECTOR IS IN
THE NARROW PULSE POSITION A SETTING OF LESS THAN 1 OR MORE THAN 9 WILL RESULT
IN NO SOUND SINCE THE PULSE WIDTH IS EITHER TOO NARROW OR TOO WIDE.
With the switch in the PWM position the control adjusts the amount of Pulse Width Modulation applied.
Normally all 3 VCOs have PWM supplied via the minijacks from the PWM MOD LFO.
The WAVE selector allows the selection of one of 5 waveform types. Position one and two are both
Pulse type waveforms set at different start points. Experimentation will show how the two positions give
different results. The remaining waveforms are self evident. A sixth, unmarked position allows the VCO
to be switched off.
The LEVEL controls allow individual VCO levels fed to the MIX BUS to be adjusted. (The term MIX BUS
refers to an invisible signal line that all sources are fed to and then fed to the two VCFs. The line
separating the three VCOs from the VCFs can be imagined as this Mix Bus). Note that the VCO OUT
minijacks for VCO1 & VCO2 provide full level outputs only but VCO3 OUT minijack level is dependant
on the VCO3 LEVEL position.
On VCO3 there is a separate minijack labeled CV which allows VCO3s pitch to be controlled
independantly of VCO1&2. Normally this CV input is fed from the main CV Input. (Note that the
Keyboard Track on VCF2 and EG2 also receive their keyboard CV via this socket)
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NOISE SOURCE This is a white noise source which is routed to the mix bus and is also used as a
source for the Sample and Hold. The LEVEL control adjusts the amount of Noise signal sent to the Mix
Bus.

EXTERNAL INPUT This input minijack with its associated LEVEL control allows access to the Mix Bus
so that other sound sources can be processed through the AVIATOR. Note that quite a high signal level
is required to achieve the best results.
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THE MODIFIERS
GLIDE The Main CV input is routed through this control allowing classic Glide effects. Note that if a
CV is applied to the VCO3 CV minijack the glide effect will not be on VCO3.

PW MOD - This is a Low Frequency Oscillator normally used for Pulse Width Modulation. All three VCO
PWM minijacks are normalised to this LFO. A separate PWM OUT minijack is provided so that this LFO
may be used for other things, ie VCF modulation.

LFO This is a Voltage Controlled Low Frequency Oscillator which has a wide frequency range from
very slow to just into the audio band.

The function of the two controls, RATE and WAVEFORM is self evident.
There are 6 minijacks associated with the LFO. The FM minijack allows the frequency of the LFO to be
adjusted by a Control Voltage and follows a normal 1 Volt per Octave Law. It is therefore possible to
play the LFO!! This is a good way of getting interesting J.M.Jarre cascade effects.
The LEVEL minijack controls a Voltage Controlled Amplifier (Designated VCA3) through which is routed
the selected LFO waveform prior to going to the various modulation minijacks (VCO1,2 &3 FM, VCF1&2
FM). With no minijack plugged into this LEVEL socket the VCA is set fully open. If a minijack is plugged
in from a varying voltage source then the output level of the VCA will vary in relation to the applied
voltage. Try routing the PWM OUT to this and hear how the level of modulation varies.
The individual output minijacks allow the LFO waveforms to be used and are not affected by VCA3.
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VOLTAGE CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER 4 (VCA4) (RING MODULATOR)

The three minijacks provide access to an additional VCA which is configured as a Ring Modulator. The
furthest left minijack is the input, the middle [boxed] minijack is the control, and the furthest right the
output. Interesting effect can be achieved using this VCA.
The output of VCO1has been pre-patched to the first input and the output of VCO2 has been prepatched to the second input. To use the Ring Modulator just patch the output into one of the VCF
inputs. Plugging into one of the inputs with a different source defeats the VCO feed.
Experiment with the frequencies and waveforms of the two VCOs. Some of the best effects come when
Sine waveforms are used.
VCA ENVELOPE SHAPER

This is a standard ADSR type envelope Generator which normally controls VCAs 1&2. The TRACK
switch allows the speed of this envelope to follow the CV input, ie the higher the CV input the faster the
envelope.
SAMPLE & HOLD

The LFO normally acts as the clock source for the Sample and Hold but by plugging into the S&H CLK
input alternative clock sources can be used, i.e a gate type pulse. Note that the required voltage to clock
the Sample and Hold is about 10 Volts.
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VOLTAGE CONTROLLED FILTERS 1 & 2
These are the two main modifiers on the AVIATOR and they are basically the same in operation but
have different modes available. VCF1 has an additional 24dB Low Pass filter position (it is in fact a
separate third filter) instead of the Band Pass position on VCF2.

The Function of the FREQUENCY and RESONANCE controls are self evident. The MODE selector
allows various types of filtering to be selected. VCF1 has the 24Db LP selection and this position is
great for ‘MOOG’ type sounds. VCF2 has a Band Pass first. Rotating the MODE control clockwise
moves the mode to 12dB Low Pass through NOTCH to High Pass. Like the VCOs the FM control
adjusts the amount of Frequency Modulation. The EG AMOUNT control adjusts the amount of envelope
applied and the associated switch lets you choose either a positive or negative going envelope.

The OUTPUT LEVEL control only affects the level of the VCF signal output at the VCF OUT minijack.
The LEVEL control on VCF2 also has a POWER OFF switch. The two KEYBD TRACK switches in each
VCF section allow both the VCF frequency and the Envelope Generator to Track the CV input. Note
that VCF2 tracking is via the VCO3 CV minijack as mentioned in the VCO section.
The envelope generators are standard ADSR types and are designated EG1 and EG2.
The minijacks associates with the filters have fairly obvious functions but note that if you plug into the IN
minijack of a filter all other signal inputs are defeated. Note also that while the EG1 OUT minijack
outputs either a positive or negative envelope, depending on switch position, the EG2 OUT minijack only
gives a positive going output. This is because when the AVIATOR is patched into duophonic mode a
positive going envelope has to be supplied to VCA2 or no sound will be heard.
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VOLTAGE CONTROLLED AMPLIFIERS 1 & 2
The signal from the VCFs are routed to individual VCA and the LEVEL controls adjust the amount of
VCA Envelope Shaper applied. They sort of act as volume controls.
The output of each VCA is at the rear of the AVIATOR and as already mentioned if you use only the
upper VCA 1&2 jack both VCA outputs route to the one point. If you plug a Jack Plug into the lower
VCA2 socket the feed of VCA2 to the upper jack is defeated.
VCA2 has a CV minijack normally linked to the Envelope Shaper. For duophonic operation EG2
OUTPUT is normally patched into this point.

MIXER ATTENTUATORS

These are basically minijacks linked by resistors and are designed to enable several control voltages to
be routed to one point. The idea is that if you put one source in the furthest left jack then as you move
further to the right the signal is attenuated. To mix two voltage sources apply one source to the furthest
left, one source to the furthest right of the 4 minijacks, and take an output from one of the two remaining
jacks. If you have matched source input levels then depending on where you plug the output, one signal
will be stronger than the other. Note that there is no link between the two sections of 4 minijacks.
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PATCH NAME:………………………………………….

